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1987 ACTA UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE—MATHEMATICA ET PHYSICA VOL. 28. NO. 2 

Mappings of Continuous Functions on Hyperstonean Spaces 

MICHAEL CAMBERN*), Santa Barbara, U.S.A., PETER GREIM**), Charleston, U.S.A. 

Received 7 April, 1987 

If X is a compact Hausdorff space and E* a Banach dual, denote by C(X, (E*9 c*)) the Banach 
space of continuous functions on X to E* when the latter space is given its weak * topology. 
Here we establish Banach-Stone theorems for spaces of this type, paralleling those for spaces 
of norm-continuous functions. If Xu X2 are hyperstonean and E*, E* have one-dimensional 
centralizers then the existence of an isometry T of C(XU (E*, c*)) onto C(X2, (E*, cr*)) implies 
that X! and X2 are homeomorphic. When in addition, the E* are separable, then they are iso-
metrically isomorphic. In this case we also obtain an explicit description of T. Our description 
is (necessarily) more complicated than the one obtainable in the norm-continuous case, but we 
also give a necessary and sufficient condition on the E* which permits the description to be 
simplified. 

1. Introduction 

Throughout this paper the letter E will stand for a Banach space, while X and Y 
will denote compact Hausdorff spaces. The scalar field associated with E is denoted 
by IK. We will write El = E2 to indicate that the Banach spaces E t and E2 are iso
metric. SS(EU E2) denotes the space of continuous linear operators from Ex to E2. 
And, for a family of Banach spaces {Ey: y eF}, the notation f|°° Ey stands for the space 

ye.T 

of all functions F defined on F such that F(y)eEy for each yeT and flFfloo = 
= sup ||F(y)|| is finite. 

yer 
Given X, we denote by C(X, E) the Banach space of continuous functions F on X 

to E provided with the supremum norm. And if E* is a dual space, C(X, (E*, a*)) 
stands for the Banach space of continuous functions F on X to E* when the latter 
space if provided with its weak * topology, again normed by ||F||oo = SUP | |^( x) | - We 
will write C(X) for C(X9 IK). xeX 

The well known Banach-Stone theorem states that if C(X) and C(Y) are isometric 
then X and Y are homeomorphic. A number of authors, beginning with M. Jerison 
[14], have considered the problem of determining geometric properties of E which 
allow generalizations of this theorem to the context of isometries between spaces 
of norm-continuous vector functions C(X, E) and C(Y, E). Jerison's initial positive 
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results were obtained for spaces E which were strictly convex, or whose T-sets satis
fied a certain geometric property. Subsequently, other mathematicians widened 
the class of Banach spaces E for which these results can be shown to be valid. And 
the results obtained are of two distinct types depending upon the nature ot E; 
some are wholly topological in nature — the existence of an jsometry implies that X 
and Y are homeomorphic — while other results go on to describe the isometry in 
terms of the homeomorphism. The most exhaustive compilation of developments 
in this area can be found in the monograph by E. Behrends [1], which also contains 
Behrends' own more definitive results for spaces E with one-dimensional centralizer. 

The first paper to deal with the analogous problem for spaces of weak * continuous 
functions is [3], where it is shown that if X and Yare extremally disconnected com
pact Hausdorff spaces and E* is uniformly convex, then the existence of an isometry 
between C(X9 (E*9 a*)) and C(Y9 (E*9 a*)) implies that X and Y are homeomorphic. 
Spaces of the form C(X9 (E*9 a*))9 where X is extremally disconnected — in fact 
hyperstonean — arise naturally in various mathematical contexts. In [4] it is shown 
that if E* has the Randon-Nikodym property, then for any compact Hausdorff 
space Y the bidual of C(Y9 E) is of the form C(X9 (£**, &*)), where X is a certain 
hyperstonean space dependent on Y. More generally, spaces of the form C(X9 (E*9 a*)) 
with X hyperstonean arise as duals of spaces of vector measures, and are the natural 
candidates for the duals of Bochner L1 spaces, [5]. In this article we show that with 
the assumption that X and Y are hyperstonean, the topological result of [3] can be 
extended to the case of Banach duals E* with one-dimensional centralizer. When, in 
addition, the duals are separable, an explicit description of the isometry is obtained. 
The description is somewhat more complicated than in the case of norm-continuous 
functions, and we show by examples that these complications are a feature of the 
problem, and not simply of our method of proof. We obtain a necessary and sufficient 
condition on the space E* which allows our description to be simplified considerably. 
The condition is, rather surprisingly, the strong uniqueness of the predual of E* 
We first establish some notation and terminology. 

For a positive measure space (Q9 I9 fi) and 1 = p = oo, the Bochner space 
U(Q919 fi9 E) will be denoted by U(lz, E) when there is no danger of confusing the 
underlying measurable space involved, and by U(p) when E = IK. We refer to [6] 
for the definition and properties of these spaces. 

If X is an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space we will call a non-
negative, extended real-valued Borel measure / i o n l a category measure if 

(i) every nonempty clopen set has positive measure, 
(ii) every nowhere dense Borel set has measure zero, and 

(iii) every nonempty clopen set contains a nonempty clopen set with finite measure. 

(In [2] and [5] measures having these properties are referred to as "perfect.") An 
extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space in which a category measure is 
defined will be called hyperstonean. This is equivalent to the definition of hyper-
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stonean space obtained via the use of normal measures, [2, p. 26]. Given a hyper-
stonean space X with category measure \i9 property (iii), together with an application 
of Zorn's lemma, can be used to show that 

(iv) X is the Stone-Cech compactification of the disjoint union of clopen subsets 
Xy9 X = p( U Xy) with fi(Xy) < oo for all y, and for all Borel subsets B of X, 

yeT 

Since for hyperstonean X every Borel set B has a unique representation B = C AD 
with C clopen and D nowhere dense, [2, pp. 1—2] and [17, p. 160], it follows that 
the null sets for a category measure are precisely the nowhere dense Borel sets. 

An L-projection of £ is a projection P: E -> E satisfying ||e| = ||Pe|| + ||e — Pe\ 
for all eeE. The Cunningham algebra CX(E) is the operator algebra generated 
by all L-projections. The centralizer of E* is Z(E*) = {T*:Te C^E)}, [1, 5.7 (iii) 
and 5.9]. References for the centralizer and Cunningham algebra of a Banach space 
are [1] and [2]. 

2. Centralizers, and decompositions of isometries 

Theorem 2.1: Let X be a hyperstonean space and E* a Banach dual with Z(E*) = K. 
Then Z(C(X9 (E*9 a*))) s C(X). 

Proof: Let \i be a category measure on X. We first assume that \i is ex-finite so that 
the results of [10] apply. It is known that C(X9 (E*9 a*)) ̂  l}(fi9 E)* [5, Theorem 1], 
hence Z(C (X9 (£*, <r*))) ^ C^llfa E)). This latter space is isometric to L°°(/i) 
because of [10, Corollary 4.3] and our assumption that Z(E*)9 (and hence C^E)), 
is !K. But n°(ii) ^ C(X) [2, p. 31], and thus Z(C(X9 (E*9 <r*))) s C(X). 

If now \i is not assumed to be c-finite we know that X = f}( \J Xy)9 where Xy 
yer 

are pairwise disjoint clopen sets and \i \ Xy is finite for all y. It is then straightforward 
to see that C(X9 (E*9 <r*)) is isometric to n°° c(xv (E*>a*))- T ^ injection of 

y6r 
C(X9 (E*9 a*)) into Ĵ f00 C(Xy9 (E*9 <r*)) is obvious, whereas given an element of the 

yer 
latter space, it can be considered as a bounded, weak * continuous function defined 
on U°° xy to E*9 so that, by the weak * compactness of the unit ball in E*9 it extends 

yer 
to a weak * continuous function on X = J5( U Xy) to E*. Thus Z(C(X9 (E*9 a*))) s 

yer 
= ^(n°° c(xv (E*>(7*))) which (e.g., using the characterization of multipliers as 

yer 
M-bounded operators [1, p. 54]) is easily seen to be 1"]°° z(c(Xy> (£*> **)))- Finally 

yer 
this space is, by the previous paragraph, n°° c(Xy) = C(P( n°° Xy)) = c(x\ 

yer yer 

We shall say that an isometry R: C(Xl9 (E*9 <r*)) -* C(X29 (E*9 <r*)) is "induced" 
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by a homeomorphism $ from X2 onto Xt if RF = F 0 # for all F e C(XU (E*, a*)). 
And an isometry S: C(X, (22 J, <r*))-> C(X, (E*, <r*)) is a C(X)-module isomorphism 
if, of course, S(fF) = f. SF for allfe C(X) and F e C(X, (E*, <j*)). As a consequence 
of Theorem 2.1 we then have 

Theorem 2.2: Let Xt be hyperstonean and E* Banach duals with Z(E*) = IK, 
i = 1, 2. If T: C(Xl9 (F*, (7*)) -> C(X2, (E*, a*)) is a surjective isometry, then X± 

and .K2 are homeomorphic Furthermore, T admits a decomposition T = 5 o R 
into surjective isometries R: C(XU (E*, a*)) -> C(X2, (E*, a*)) and S: C(X2, 
(E*,<T*))-> C(X2,(E*,<T*)), where R is induced by a suitable homeomorphism 
# : X2 -» X! and 5 is a C(X2)-module isomorphism. 

Proof: Identifying feC(X1) with the corresponding element of the centralizer 
we have tha t f -* Tofo T " 1 = / i s an isometry of C(Xt) onto C(X2) carrying the 
function 1 onto 1 and thus by the classical Banach-Stone theorem / = f o 4> for 
a suitable homeomorphism $ : X2 -> K!. Put RF = F o ̂  for F e C(XU (E*, <r*)). 
Then R is obviously a surjective isometry, and s o i s S = ToR" 1 . Furthermore, for 
fe C(X2) and G e c(Z2) (£t , O ) , S(/G) = T ^ - ^ / G ) ) = T((/o $ - J ) (G o (P"1)) = 
= T^R-iG)) = ( T o / ) ^ - ^ ) = / o T o i l - ^ G ) = / o S G . 

3. Representations and weak * continuity of isometries 

It is a consequence of Theorem 2.2 that if we seek representations for T, it suffices 
to find representations for C(X2)-module isomorphisms S and then replace FbyFo<&. 

Thus let S: C(X, (E*, <r*)) -> C(X, (E*, <r*)) be an isometry as in Theorem 2.2 
We would like to find a representation 

(1) (SF)(x) = U(x)F(x) 

where the U(x) are surjective isometries of E* onto E*. If such operators U(x) exist, 
then it is clear what form they must take: replace F in (1) by a constant function e* 
and obtain 

(2) U(x) e* = (Se*) (x) , e* e E* . 

Thus let us define U(x) by (2). It is obvious that the U(x) are linear and ||t/(x)|| ^ 1. 
It remains to verify that, with this definition of U(x), the right hand side of (l) defines 
an operator § on C(X, (E*, <r*)), and that S = S. 

At this point, let us restrict the range spaces to duals with the Radon-Nikodym 
property (RNP). Then C(X, (E*, <T*)) is L°°(^, E?) under the natural embedding, 
where \i is some category measure on X. The inverse of this embedding is a vector-
valued lifting with the properties established in [12, Proposition 1] and Theorem 2 
of that paper tells us that, for every F e C(X, (E*, <r*)), (l) holds almost everywhere 
— i.e. on an open dense subset 0F of X. We note that, even though [12] deals only 
With cr-finite measures, we can apply it to each of the clopen sets Xy, (see property (iv) 
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of a category measure), find dense open subsets 0y of Xy and then observe that 
X — (J 0y has measure zero and is therefore nowhere sense. 

ye.T 

If the E* are separable, (which, because of their RNP is equivalent to the separ
ability of the Ei9 [6, p. 218]), then the faqt that countable unions of /j-null sets are 
//-null shows that U(x) is a surjective isometry for almost all x. (Compare the rea
soning in [17].) Combining the results from [12] and [13] and the arguments above 
we have parts (a) and (b) of the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1: Let Xt be hyperstonean, E* Banach duals with RNP and Z(E*) = IK, 
(i = 1, 2), and T: C(Xt. (E*9 a*)) -> C(X29 (E*9 tx)) a surjective isometry. 

(a) Then there exists a homeomorphism <P of X2 onto Xx and there exist operators 
U(x):E*-»E*2 with j|U(x)|| = 1, xeX 2 , such that for every Fe C(Xl9 (E*9 <x*)), 

(3) (TF)(x) = U(x)(Fo<P)(x) 

on an open dense set 0P £ X2, 
(b) If the spaces Et are separable, then all the U(x) can be chosen to be surjective 

isometries. 
(c) If the spaces Et are separable then, on a suitable open dense subset 0 of Xl9 

the function £/(•) is continuous with respect to the strong operator topology on 
@(E\9 E*2). 

Proof of (c): We may assume, without loss of generality, that Xt = X2 = X 
and that $ is the identity on X. Let ji be a category measure on X. Arguing as in 
the second paragraph preceding the statement of the theorem we may also assume 
that \i is finite. Now we have to show that, on a suitable dense open set 0 c X9 

the mappings x -> I7(x) e* are norm-continuous for all e* e E*. Since ||C/(^)|| = 1 
for all x, we may restrict our attention to all e* in a countable dense subset of E*9 

say {e*: neN}. Each of the functions U(-) e* coincides with Te* on an open dense 
subset Ontl of X9 and re* is norm continuous on an open dense subset 0„t2 of X 
[10, Lemma 2.3]. Thus U(') e* is norm continuous on 0„ = Onl n On2. The set 

00 

N = U (X — On) is thus of first category, and since X is hyperstonean N is, in fact, 
n-=l 

nowhere dense [7, p. 160]. Thus we may take O = X — N. 

Theorem 3.1. leaves several questions open. 

(A) What if the E* do not have RNP? The same arguments used above show that 
the restriction of T to the subspace of locally measurable functions (i.e. functions 
essentially separably valued on each set of finite measure) is still represented 
by (3). However, for other functions F we don't even know that U(') F(-) is weak * 
continuous on an open dense set. 

(B) IS every such isometry T the adjoint of an isometry between the canonical 
preduals? We will address that question in Theorem 3.3. 
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(C) The lifting on L°°(/j, £*) being weak * continuous, can we expect that, as 
in the case of isometries of spaces C(X9 E) of norm-continuous vector functions [1], 
equation (1) holds on all of X rather than merely on an open dense set? Easy examples 
show that we can not. It might happen that F(x) = 0 and (SF) (x) =f= 0. Consider 
the isometry of C(pN9 (Z

2, <r*)) onto itself defined by (SF)(n) = U(n)F(n) where 
the U(n) are the I2 — isometries obtained by interchanging the first and nth coordina
tes. Then for FeC(pN9 (e2

9 a*)) given by F(n) = en (the nth unit vector in I2) we 
have F(x) = 0 for x e fiN - N, but SF = et and thus (SF) (x) =1= 0. This example 
also shows that in part (c) of Theorem 3.1 we cannot expect O = X2: the set {U(n) ex: 
n G N} is not relatively compact. 

(D) Can we, at least, choose the exceptional set in (3) to be independent of F? 
Here again the answer is negative and the problem, rather surprisingly, involves 
the question of strong unicity of preduals. 

Example 3.2. Let C denote the unit circle in the plane, v Lebesgue measure on C, 
and let Xx = X2 be the maximal ideal space X of L°°(v). Again, X is hyperstonean 
[15, pp. 95—96]. Let N denote the set of natural numbers and N* its one-point 
compactification with the point at infinity denoted by 0. Consider the Banach spaces 
Co = C0(N) and c = C(N*). By the Riesz representation theorem the elements 
of c0 and c* can be considered as regular Borel measures, and element of c* being 
given by £ Xj/ij and one of c* by /?0I*o + Y, PJPJ- Let U be the isometry of c* onto 

I£- i £ i 
c* defined by U( £ OLJ/IJ) = a ^ + £ ttJ+1fij. 

Let fi be any category measure on X. Then since c* is separable, the Pettis Measur-
rability Theorem shows that each F e C(X9 (c*9 a*)) is measurable and thus by Lemma 
2.3 of [10] there exists an open dense subset V(F) of X upon which F(*) is norm-conti
nuous. Hence UF(*) is norm-continuous on V(F) taking values in c*, and hence 
there exists a unique weak * continuous extension UF(*)A of this function to all 
of X. The map T: C(X9 (cj, a*)) -> C(X9 (c*, a*)) defined by TF = CIF(-)A is thus 
isometric and is easily seen to be onto. We will show that for each point xeX there 
exists an F e C(X9 (c%9 <r*)) with F(x) = 0 but \\(TF) (x)\\ = 1. Consequently, 
however the 0P are chosen, we have n{0F: F e C(X9 (c*9 <r*))} = 0. 

To this end let I denote the natural injection of C(C) into L°°(v) which sends 
a function to its equivalence class. Since I is multiplicative, the adjoint I* takes 
unit point masses on X to unit point masses on C and we let co denote the continuous 
map of X onto C defined by co(x) = eu ifl*fix is the unit point mass at eu. Then fix 
x0eX and let eitQ = co(x0). Let tn = t + 1/n and f_n = t — 1/n (n e M) and define 
functions F9 & on C as follows. Set 

^(cis) = fxx on the arc taken counterclockwise from eUi to e1'"1 

F(eu») = iin = F(eu-»),(neN)9 

f(e!'°) = 0, 
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and let F(eis) be affine in s on the intervals \tn+l9 tn~\ and [*_„, f_„_i], (ne M). F 
is norm-continuous at all points except eit0

9 where it is <r(c*9 c0)-continuous. (Observe 
that {nn} converges to zero weak*.) Similarly let 

G(eis) = fi0 on the arc taken counterclockwise from eitl to eif~l
9 

G(e»*») = n0 

and let G(eis) be affine in s on the intervals [tn+l9 tn~ and [f_„, f-„_i], (ne N). 
Again, G is norm-continuous at all points except eit0

9 where it is o(c*9 c)-continuous. 
Hence the functions F and G defined by F = F oco, G = G • co belong, respectively, 
to C(X9 (c*9 <r*)) and C(X9 (c*9 <r*)). Since for all points eis of the circle other than 
eit0 we have G(eis) = UF(eis)9 it follows that G(-) = UF(-) on X outside G T 1 ^ 1 ' 0 } ) , 

and the latter set is easily seen to be nowhere dense. But as TF(*) is equal to U(F*) 
on V(F) we thus have TF(-) = G(-) outside of a nowhere dense subset of X. Hence 
TF = G in C(X, (c*, (T*)) and as F(x0) = 0 but || TF(x0)[| = ||G(x0)|| = 1, we are done. 

We can, in fact, precisely identify those Banach duals for which the sort of pathology 
exhibited in Example 3.2 can be found. We say that E* has a strongly unique predual 
if every isometry T between E* and another dual E* is <T(E*9 Et) — <T(E*9 E2) conti
nuous [9, p. 92]. It follows from the Krein-Smulian theorem [8, p. 429] and the 
weak* metrizability of the unit balls that this is the case if and only if every <T(E*9 Et)-
null sequence in the unit ball of E* is mapped into a <T(E*9 £2)-nuU sequence. 

Using this fact it is straightforward to generalize Example 3.2 from I1 to any 
separable Banach dual E* having one-dimensional centralizer but without strongly 
unique predual. (Replace the sequence {fin} by a suitable <T(E*9 £i)-null sequence 
in the unit ball.) We may even replace the maximal ideal space X of L°°(v) by any 
hyperstonean Y whose set of isolated points is not dense: if Ys denotes the closure 
of this latter set, then Y — Ys is perfect, and thus admits a continuous surjection onto 
X [16, Corollary 4.9(a)], and mapping Ys onto an arbitrary point of X we obtain 
a continuous surjection T: 7-> X. Then one can take COOT instead of co in the con
struction used in example 3.2. 

In other words, strong uniqueness of £j's predual is necessary if one wants to 
represent all isometries T between £j-valued weak * continuous function spaces 
in the form (TF) (x) = U(x) F o $(x) on 0P9 with 0P independent of F. On the other 
hand, this condition is also sufficient as the next theorem shows. Let us call X "not 
purely atomic" if it is not the closure of the set of its isolated points. 

Example 3.3: Let E*9 E* be separable Banach duals with one-dimensional centrali-
zers, and let Xl9 X2 be not-purely-atomic hyperstonean spaces with category measures 
fil9 \i2 respectively. Then the following are equivalent: 

(a) Every surjective isometry U: E* -> E* is the adjoint of an isometry U+: E2 -* Et. 
(b) Every surjective isometry T: C(Xl9 (E*9 a*)) -> C(X29 (E*9 a*)) is the adjoint 

of an isometry T+: l}(iil9 E2) -* I}Qil9 Et). 
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(c) For every surjective isometry T: C(Xl9 (E*9 a*)) -» C(X29 (£*, a*)) the sets 
Op in Theorem 3.1 can be chosen independently of F. 

(Observe that the condition in (a) is independent of the choice of the Xt's.) 

Proof: (a) => (b): Let T be such an isometry. Then, in the notation of Theorem 2.2, 
T = S o R, with R: C(Xl9 (E*9 a*)) -* C(X29 (E*9 a*)) induced by a homeomor-
phism $: X2 -> Xx. Obviously R is the adjoint of the isometry £*: l}(fi29Ex) -> 
->I}(liuEl) defined by R*(H) = / .(H o &'1) where / is the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of \i2 ° 0" 1 with respect to \iu Therefore it is enough to show that S 
is an adjoint; i.e. we may assume that X± = X2 = X9 \i± = \i2 = \x and <P is the 
identity, hence S = T. 

Let 0F and x -> l/(x) be as in Theorem 3.L Define T*: L1^, E2) -> L^/x, Ej) by 
T*H(x) = (7(x)* #(x), where (U(x)*)* = CI(x). T*H has cr-finite support, is separably 
valued and weakly measurable. (Observe that <T*H(x), e*> = <if(x), CI(x) e*}9 and 
x -> l/(x) e* coincides with a weak * continuous function on an open dense set.) 
Thus T.|.H is Bochner measurable; of course it is in l}(fi9 Ex). For all Hel}(fi9 E2) 
and F e C(X9 (E*9 <r*)) we have 

<H, TF> = f <H(x), U(x) F(x)> dtfx) = f <L7(x).4s H(x), F(x)> dtfx) = 
J Or J op 

= <Ts|sIf, F> , 

and thus T = (T*)*. 
(b) => (c): Again, we may assume that Xt = X2 = K, Hi = fi2 = fi, and ^ is 

the identity on X. Then T = (T*)* with T*: L1^, £2) -> L1^, Ej) by assumption, 
and T* commutes with the characteristic projections / c , C clopen s Z, since T 
does. According to [11, Theorem 1 and p. 217] we have T*H(x) = V(x) H(x) a.e. 
for all H e l}(fi9 E2)9 where x -> V(x) is a strongly measurable function with values 
in the set of isometries of E2 onto Ev We want to show that there is an open dense set 
O £ X and that for all x e O and all F e C(X9 (E*9 a)) we have 

TF(x) = V(x)* F(x) . 

(and thus, in the notation of Theorem 3.1, we can take the U(x) to be the V(x)*). 
If X = (j? (J Xy) where the Xy are pairwise disjoint clopen sets with finite measure, 

then it is enough to find such a dense open set Oy for each y. Thus let us assume, 
for simplicity of notation, that fi(X) < GO. Let {e„} be a dense sequence in E2 and 
choose an L1 function Hn representing T*en9 neN. Using the facts that measurable 
functions are norm-continuous on an open dense set [10, Lemma 2.3] and, again, 
that sets of first category are nowhere dense, we can find an open set O 0 £ X such 
that, for each n e N9 Hn is continuous on O0 and Hn(x) = V(x) en on O0. 

The function x -> V(x)* F(x) is weak * continuous on O0 for all F e C(X9 (E*9 G*)). 
For as the function is bounded, it is enough to verify the continuity of the functions 
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x -> (en, V(x)* F(x)> = (Hn(x), F(x)>9 and these latter functions are continuous 
due to the norm-continuity of the Hn and the weak * continuity of the bounded 
function F. In order to see that this weak * continuous function coincides with 
TF\0o it suffices to show that for all n e N we have 

<en9TF(x)> = (Hn(x)9F(x)> on O0. 

Since both of the latter functions are continuous, it is enough to observe that for all 
clopen C £ O0 we have 

f <en9 TF(x)> dfi(x) = (Xcen9 TF> = <r*xc?n, F> = Ofcff., F> = 

= (<HJ(x)9F(x)>dtfx). 

The continuity (in the strong operator topology) of U(x) = V(x)* then follows as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.1(c). 

Since we do not know whether, for E* with strongly unique predual, C(X9 (E*9 a*))) 
can have preduals other than those of the form l}(fi, E), the equivalence of (a) and (b) 
is only a partial answer to the following question, suggested by the fact that, for 
hyperstonean X, C(X) has a strongly unique predual. 

Question 3.4: If E* has a (strongly) unique predual and X is hyperstonean, does 
C(X, (E*, <T*)) have a strongly) unique predual? We note that it seems to be still 
unknown whether strong uniqueness of the of the predual is implied by uniqueness 
of the predual (any two preduals are isometrically isomorphis.) 
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